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Agnes Shea
Co-Head Private Banking Sales Asia
Leonteq Securities
How do you choose the right
investment product for the
current market environment?
Watch Video
First of all, you’ll need to know
what your investor is looking
for, what their time horizon is,
what amount of risk that they
can take on, before you can
really think of what product
that actually makes sense. And
obviously with the market has
been rapidly changing, a lot of
times it might work now; it might
not work six months down the
road, it might not work 12 months
down the road. That’s why it’s
super important to know what
the investment horizon is for the
investor, and I think that’s why,
for stricter products for example,
we try to put that into our
minds and make sure we know,
for example, to come up with
different solutions for a different
time horizon, and also just to
make sure that we apply the
amount of reward for the risk that
the client is willing to take on.
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Alison Brown
Director & Head of Sales,
Wholesale Business
Hong Kong and China
HSBC Global Asset Management
What digital expectations do
clients have?
Watch Video
I think there’s an increasing
interest in digital and their
expectations are rising. And that
goes sort of along the investment
journey, everywhere from the
discovery right through to
the investment; tailoring the
investment, having competitive
products to look at, having chat
bots, whatever it is that they
want. And also, then the seamless
transactions clients are wanting
a very easy flow through process.
The other side where I think
digital’s increasing in expectation
is also on the engagement; the
tailoring of communications for
clients, giving clients relevant
information at the right time.
So, I think overall the whole
process from discovery all the
way through to engagement and
obviously with communication is
digitally enhanced.

Aman Dhingra
Managing Director, Head of
Advisory – Singapore
UBP
What is your client’s expectation
on yield today?
Watch Video
Client expectations and yield
never really seem to change.
It’s as high a yield as possible
for as low a risk. So, I would say
client expectations and yields,
honestly, have been anchored
for a long time, where clients are
still looking for high single digit
returns from their portfolios. What
I will say is, though, that as the
interest rate cycle out of the US
has normalised and returns have
moved up, it’s more achievable,
those numbers, so I think that’s
one real positive out of this, that
we believe we can now match
client expectations further, as
expectations of rate hikes have
diminished and the forward is
actually pricing a potential rate
cut. I think it’s also a time when
you can extend your duration
risk, albeit you’ve got to watch the
timing of that, because the curve is
relatively flat, and therefore going
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too long is not giving you pick
up, at least on a duration basis.
There’s still a story on the credit
spread basis, so I think it’s a better
time to be invested in the fixed
income markets. And there is that
opportunity to get the yields that
the clients need.

Anna Wong
Professor of Practice in Finance
Hong Kong University
What’s Hong Kong doing to
improve the value proposition in
wealth management?
Watch Video
I think I need to pull back a little
bit after the financial crisis which
happened in 2009. I think since
the financial crisis, I think Hong
Kong learned a lot. Hong Kong, I
mean not just the overall market,
but the practitioners and the
investors. I think a lot of things
have progressed since 2009, the
global financial crisis. And the
overall dynamics of our investors’
knowledge, our bankers’
knowledge have helped us to
maintain Hong Kong’s growth as
an international financial wealth
management centre. Specifically,
what has been done, I think we
have to upgrade our banks. In
terms of their competency and
knowledge and taking the clients’
interest first. I think we have done
a lot through the regulators, of
course, through the banks own
value proposition. So, our bankers
are now more equipped to deal
with our clients. Not just from
investment perspective, but a
more holistic approach in dealing
with our clients. And on the other
hand, clients’ knowledge, clients’
education level, their investment
experience, understanding market
dynamics, understanding of risk

have also improved. I think all
these help us to build the industry
to be healthier and stronger.

Arjan de Boer
Deputy Chief Executive,
Head of MIS, Asia Market,
Investments & Structuring
Indosuez Wealth Management
How will you generate income
in 2019?
Watch Video
We’ve turned from neutral to
positive when it comes to equity
markets. We’ve now turned to
neutral to negative. A similar story
when it comes to fixed incomes.
Where we see value for our clients is
really when it comes to alternatives,
hedge funds, hedge fund mandates,
private equity. We’re quite positive
on commodities, and precious
metals, and in relation to that,
currencies that support that, like
the Norwegian kroner, the Canadian

dollar, the Australian dollar, the
Brazilian real. So, in those four areas
we see opportunities for our clients.
Is there an increasing interest
in ESG?
Watch Video
Absolutely. We did a poll amongst
our clients three years ago, about
whether or not they found ESG
important when it comes to
making investment decisions. I
think it was less than 40%, at the
time, that took ESG into account.
Two weeks ago, we did the same
poll, and it was over two thirds
of our clients that found this
quite important. You also have to
realise ESG is no longer a hobby.
It’s really becoming mainstream.
In the past, I think clients were
afraid to lose out when investing
in stock or securities with high
ESG credential, and now it’s the
other way around. They fear they
lose out if they do not invest in
securities like that.
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Damien Piper
Regional Director, Asia
Finantix
To what extent has the value
proposition got to change in
the next ten years? And what
competitive threats should we be
concerned about?
Watch Video
Definitely from a digital wealth
perspective, where we come from,
over the next 10 years, there’s
threats, obviously, from the roboadvice movement. Interestingly,
that was always supposed to be
all about millennials, but you
look at all of the large ones in
America, it’s actually the midcareer people who are investing
in those. So, that will be a, let’s
say, a competitive drive against
private banks, but if private banks
are smart in how they can use
technology in more of a hybrid
advice approach, where it’s not
effectively being totally robotic
and completely automated, but
highly personalised, and more of
a tool for collaboration between
banker and customer.

David MacDonald
Head of Learning Solutions
Hubbis
Will the average adviser in wealth
management in Asia be replaced
by a robot anytime soon?
Watch Video
I don’t think that the best
advisors who have really deep
and meaningful conversations
with their clients and who are
seen as true partners of those
clients are likely to be under
threat of replacement by artificial
intelligence, robots, or anything
else any time soon. But those
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advisors who simply act as order
takers who are transactional
bankers rather than true holistic
wealth planners, then if they’re
not already under threat, they
soon will be when clients and
younger generation clients realize
and experience that they can
do what they currently do with
bankers, but with no human
contact and it’s more reliable, it’s
faster, and it’s cheaper.
Dr Silvio Struebi
Partner
Simon-Kucher & Partners
Do wealth managers have to
rethink their revenue mix?
Watch Video
When we look at the current
revenue mix, I mean, almost 40%
of existing revenue is account
from transaction fees and trading
fees. And these components are
heavily under pressure, due to
changed client behaviour, you
have the regulatory environment,
you have fintechs, new market
entrants, and they all drive down
the revenues. And in the future,

banks must find ways to better
monetize their core services.
One way to do this is that they
launch entry-level advisory
and discretionary mandates
that enable clients to become
familiar with recurring services
and recurring fees as well, to
compensate part of these fees, but
overall it will be very difficult to
compensate everything.
Is the next generation willing to
Bank with daddy’s banker?
Watch Video
Yes, and no. We recently did
a survey in Hong Kong and
Singapore and we found out that
60% of today’s millennials are
not entirely happy with daddy’s
private banker. And that’s a big
challenge for the bank, to retain
the loyalty of these customers,
because these customers are
better educated, they know the
alternatives and they might give
also a chance other banks or
alternative investments, in a way
that they might go for a robo,
they do more online trading. It
will be challenging.
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Entela Benz-Saliasi
Adjunct Associate Professor,
Dept. of Finance
HKUST
Is ESG data good enough to use
for investment decisions?
Watch Video
So initially we would say we don’t
have enough ESG data. Now we have
too much ESG data and with the data
being so much, we have a lot of noise
in the data. So, number one, you
have to clear up the noise. You have
to clear up the data and number two,
the data is very static - once in a year
data. So how do you make it more
dynamic? You can implement them,
you can increment the data, ESG
data, by using sentiment analysis, so
you use some artificial intelligence
within the ESG framework to make
the ESG data more robust.
What drives the demand for ESG
Integration Investment?
Watch Video
What drives ESG integration?
Number one, demand from investor,
be it millennials and women. As well
as the mid-age and up, like 50 and
60 years old, as they become aware
of environment social governance
factors. The second factor will be
the demand for higher returns. So,
you either have a better model, or
you have better data. So better data,
more information about ESG, can
drive return if they are integrated
in a suitable way and managed in
the right framework. What can go
wrong with ESG? Many things can go
wrong with ESG. If you use a noisy
indicator, you get noisy results. If
you use wrong models, you get the
wrong result. So ESG application
depends on what indicators you
focus, whether they are material and
financial for your sector, for your
company. Number one. And number

two, what is the theme, what is the
value that you are looking for out of
your ESG investing.
Evrard Bordier
CEO and Managing Partner
Bordier & Cie
When Building a private bank: what
are the 3 strategic questions?
Watch Video
For large commercial banks
wanting to build a private bank
the three questions they should
answer is firstly, do they want to
enter private banking? As such, we
have ample evidence that private
banking is a fantastic business
to come into, although it’s full of
challenges as well. Second is when
you build a private bank, do you do
it yourself, or do you do it with a
partner? We believe that obviously
you should choose a partner, and
you should focus on what you
know best and delegate the things
you’re not good at.

The third question is when you
choose a partner, do you take a
small partner or a large partner?
For this, well, if you take a large
one, it has no media impact, but
obviously is very well known.
So, both have benefits and
weaknesses. We believe that a
smaller partner is a better way to
deal with a partnership, because
there’s no competition. A small
bank will not go in your territory
and will not get licensing and
compete with you.
Federico Vasoli
Director, dMTV Europe, Member
of FinanceMalta
FinanceMalta
What are Malta’s solutions in
wealth management?
Watch Video
Malta offers many solutions for
investors. Malta’s part of the
European Union, it is a member
on the British Commonwealth.
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So, it has adopted a mix of civil
and common law. It is quite easy
to do business in Malta. The tax
system, the tax regime is very
attractive. It is a fully transparent
and white listed jurisdiction,
vis-a-vis mainstream ones. So,
there are no problems in setting up
from a tax standpoint and setting
up a structure in Malta. There are
professional investment funds, that
are the local, domestic investment
funds. They are relatively cheap
to set up and to maintain. They’re
extremely flexible in terms of
asset classes they can invest in. Of
course, being part of the European
Union, you have alternative
investment funds according to
the MiFiD directive. Other sorts
of investments could be those in
residency and citizenship schemes.
They are quite attractive, especially
for non-European investors,
high net wealth individuals. And
finally, the property market. The
property market is really going
up. Considering Malta’s growth.
So, that could also be considered a
particularly interesting investment
to make.
What is driving Malta’s growth in
an otherwise slower continent?
Watch Video
Malta is a happy island that is
growing by a stunning 5.6%
every year, year in year GDP
growth. This growth is due to a
number of factors. It is due to
political stability, a very large
parliamentary majority for the
government, safety, a beautiful
climate for investors, and also
actual climate. The weather is
great. An influx of foreigners.
There are a lot of investments
from abroad, a lot of workers, a
lot of people who come to work
and move their families, also
for private wealth reasons, but
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not necessarily so. Technology,
Malta is the very first country in
the world with a comprehensive
legislation on block chains and
cryptocurrencies. It has a very fast
internet connection. So, public
investments in infrastructures,
funds, trust, many other factors,
but basically logistics I forgot,
tourism. A number of factors are
[therefore] driving Malta’s growth.

Jean-Louis Nakamura
Chief Investment Officer,
Asia Pacific
Chief Executive Officer,
Hong Kong
Lombard Odier
What’s the future of
Discretionary and Advisory
Portfolio Management?
Watch Video
I think the future is to find the right
balance between DPM which has to
stand for a form of discipline in our
clients’ portfolios, and you know,
the permanent needs to need to
remind them that they need to
stick to a discipline, and they need
to remain invested out of any
emotional trap that will drive them
away from being longer financial
assets, and the advisory which is
more a way to attract them in the
short run, to keep them motivated,
to keep them on track with the
mood of the market, but also in a
way that they would not lose this
discipline of DPM. So again, trying
to find the right track between
discipline and fun, between
discipline and entitlement, without
jeopardising the overall value
and performance of your overall
financial assets, is probably the
key. It’s not easy, but it is where I
believe private banks need to move
positively to put their client in
the right balance between, again,

discipline, which has to remain
the strong part, and pleasure,
entitlement, through advisory,
through market mood and through
views and the feeling that you can
make easy money in a short way.
Kees Stoute
Chief Executive Officer,
North Asia
EFG Private Bank
In comparison to ten years ago;
What has changed in private
wealth management in Hong
Kong? What has not changed?
Watch Video
It’s quite interesting, in my view.
In a way, not much has changed.
What you can sense is that there’s
a tremendous change process
going on. So, what I mean is by not
much has changed, is we still have
very much, a bit too much maybe,
a focus on selling products to high
net worth individuals. Whereas
going forward, I see that the
industry’s evolving into, let’s say
if I do share a standard direction,
which means that the quality and
the level of services provided to
customers in general is increasing.
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Accordingly, in that sense, I think
there’s a positive change going
on at the moment. But that is a
process that still takes some time.
Malik S. Sarwar
CEO
K2 Leaders
What content have you seen
recently that’s potentially
interesting to this industry?
Watch Video
Thank you all. The last panel
was really interesting because of
diverse views. I’ll try to, thanks
to you, summarize 20 points that
were mentioned, and I’m sure we
missed a few that were highlights
from the day. We’ll put those
together. Let me just start with
what we heard, and this right now
randomly, hot of the press. First,
productivity and talent has not
gone up, the cost of talent has
gone up because they keep moving
from bank to bank, charging more,
interesting. Clients have become a
lot more demanding. The quality
of the RM and the field dealing
with the clients has not kept
up with that. Need to challenge
to clients is a very interesting
one. We’re always talking about
educating clients, absolutely.
Sometimes you need to challenge
their beliefs or something that
they may be unrealistic about.
Continuing on that, we need
to make sure clients are always
educated. I call it, initiative RED,
Reassure, Educate, Deepen the
relationship, not sell, especially
in bad markets. Millennials, a
vast majority, at least in the U.S.,
are closing their Papa and Mama
accounts, and going either online,
to ESG, or doing something else.
Then we found why wealth
managers have to rethink their
revenue mix. That was a very good

presentation, especially because
the margins are going down from
70 bps to 60 bps, and they’re likely
to continue going down in Asia. D
Discretionary is not a big deal here
yet in terms of size, though it is
growing, versus the US, and that
has opportunity, but it has always
been an uphill task. In terms of
the cost allocation transparency,
there’s less of that and clients
need more of that. Conversely, the
problem is we have the, somebody
said 90-10, at least 80-20. We keep
going to the same clients for most
of our business, and inadvertently
ignoring, because the books are
so big, the service for most of the
clients deteriorates. What else do
we have? Wealth preservation, I
think was a family governance,
very interesting. Focusing on
external threats and internal
threats. The toolkit for wealth
structuring, I think was another
very interesting one. End to end,
how you actually help families.
They make money by taking
risk, but they need to preserve it
by what they made so it passes
on to the next generation and
the following generation. There
was a talk on private banking
at crossroads and how private

banking can become a lot more
meaningful to clients. On the
products side, we actually heard
quite a lot. There was the dynamic
risk management by Harold,
very tempting. There were Shark
[structured] notes, 100%, or 95%
principal protected, that may
have a place in asset allocation
for clients, especially those that
are sitting in deposits, scared
of the markets, could be a step
into getting into the investment
field, but at a cost to them.
China versus US, the last panel
was very interesting. Gold, and
I never thought jewellery as an
investment. My wife got jewellery,
luckily, she works, so she pays
her own money. I said, “Can I add
that to the net worth?” She said,
“No.” “Why not? The price has
gone up. I did some calculation on
that.” She said, “Absolutely not,
because when you put it in net
worth, you’re being cheeky and
one day you’ll say we’ll have to sell
it because you’ll lose everything
else.” I said, “So what’s wrong
with that?” She said, “Before that
happens, I’ll choke you and I’ll
collect the insurance. But you’re
not touching my jewellery.” I don’t
believe it is part of asset class in
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the context of how its viewed. If it’s
different, so be it, tell me, because
I’ll add that, and she has a fair
amount of that. Finally, ESG. That
seems to resonate quite a lot. We did
recognize that Europe is the leader
and continues to.
The US is sort of in between, and
Asia is behind the curb, but it
looks like accelerated interest.
Perhaps some of your enhanced
products that are linked towards
the millennials will actually become
even more meaningful, because
they like that kind of enhanced
products, it seems. To pull it all
together, there are three things
I’d like for the delegates to take
away from this conference. First,
if you’re leaders of people, show
tough love. You don’t have to be
a rugby player, like Tobias.
You can be a great leader but tough
love is important. Not this, “Oh,
you’re doing great and, you know,
thank you and all that.” There’s too
much of pussyfooting and trying
to be politically correct. We need to
be tough with the generation that
has to work the hard way to earn it.
Secondly, the banking industry has
nobody. Nobody has come up with a
name globally that says, “This is the
Disney of financial services. This is
the Ritz of financial services. This is
the Amazon of financial services.”
When we asked a panel, all they
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came up with was one regional
Asian bank, a few people and
that’s only regional. There is an
opportunity for those who can
actually come to the fore and
succeed. The final thing I wanted
to share was Yuval Harari. I think
asked other people, some of you
may have been in the room, how
many of you know Yuval Harari?
Okay, so one, two, three, four, five.
He is, ladies and gentlemen, the
visionary of the future, because
he is original. Please read Homo
Sapiens, 21 Lessons for the 21st
Century. The curiosity will get
you knowledge. It will challenge
your assumptions, expand your
horizons, and make you a better
person and a better professional.
He is that original, that good. I
only found out about him because
Barrack Obama, as president was
carrying his book, and all of a
sudden, people said, “Who is this
guy?” He’s Israeli and now working
as a PhD professor of history in
Oxford. This is something that I
would suggest you do every day,
every week, every month, with your
staff who excel. I worked 17 years at
Merrill Lynch. When I was a junior
staffer, the CEO of Merrill Lynch
gave me this. It’s a silver. Its value
today is $16, one ounce. I wish it
were gold. I wish it were diamond,
then it’d be millions. It says, “One

troy ounce silver. A tradition of
trust, Merrill Lynch.” I keep it with
me, I take it with me everywhere,
because the recognition by the
CEO and I meant nothing to him,
meant a lot to me, and I stayed
there 17 years.I didn’t retire there,
I stayed there 17 years. While we
are doing our businesses, we need
to make sure we’re taking care
of ourselves, our families, our
friends, etc. This is a plane. My
younger son gave to me because
I was always on the plane. He
said, “Dad, keep this with you in
your briefcase, you will think of
us when you’re away.” Between
recognition of staff, which is so
easy to do, and so uncommon
to do, and putting on top of that
your own values and family,
makes life worthwhile. You’re
all part of the 0.1% of the world.
You’re all gold-getters. As you
become gold-givers as well, you
will be more satisfied in what you
do, not necessarily financially,
but in the satisfaction, and make
the world a better place, where
the majority are still suffering
at the bottom of the pyramid.
Thank you, Michael and Michelle,
for hosting this, and making it
worthwhile, and sharing all the
ideas with you great folks. Let’s
make wealth management great,
again and again. Thank you.
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Markus Grossmann
Managing Director
Trident Trust
What are the wealth structuring
challenges facing wealthy
families in Asia today?
Watch Video
The key considerations that our
current trust clients are looking
at and have to look at is: Where
they have their place of residence?
Where are the beneficiaries
placed in those trust? Where
do distributions go? Are there
tax considerations? Are family
members moving into other
countries? Does that need a review
of those structures? And this has
increasingly become a topic for
almost all the families, where
they either have family or assets
in different jurisdictions. On the
corporate side, we obviously have
now a lot of discussions about
offshore companies with substance
requirements. We’re having really
good discussions with our clients
now about those substances’
effective place of management:
Can I be a director? Should I be a
director? And do I have reporting
requirements? These are really on
top of the list right now.

Michael Levin
Head of Asset Management,
Asia Pacific
Credit Suisse Asset Management
What is interesting in the fixed
income and credit universe today?
Watch Video
I’m actually quite constructive on
fixed income. If you compare or
contrast where we were last year,
which is we had low rates, tight
credit spreads, and imminent
prospects of three to four Fed rate

hikes, it’s a very challenging fixed
income market. Whereas if you
contrast it where we are today,
yields are attractive, spreads are
little bit wider, and the Fed is a
little bit more dovish. In fact, with
higher yields and a flattening of
the curve, there’s pretty attractive
opportunities at the short end
of the curve in high-grade fixed
income. You can get yields 4+ %
on the investment grade side, and
if you have blended portfolio, even
on average investment grades,
you can get 6+ % yields, which
is quite attractive. And you can
even hedge out the duration risk,
because Libor is about equivalent
to the 10-year yield and slightly
above five year yield, so there’s a
lot of attractive opportunities at
the short end, high credit quality
at the fixed income side.
And then we still like floating rate
asset classes like senior secured
bank loans, so quite optimistic
about fixed income. And then in
the region, if you look at Asian

credit, also very attractive. You get
a nice yield pickup, for comparable
credit quality, and you can
develop a portfolio about average
investment grade in excess of 7%
yields, with modest durations
about three and a half.
Michel van Leeuwen
Group Chief Executive Officer
Hawksford
Is the wealth management
industry prepared and ready for
the intergenerational transfer of
wealth in Asia?
Watch Video
I think it is on its way to being
ready. I think there is still quite
a bit to figure out, in general.
Predominately because the
transplanting of the European or
the US model to Asia is simply not
going to work. So, understanding
how wealth is used, how wealth
is achieved, and how wealth is
maintained are questions that still
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need to be fully answered. I don’t
think they are yet. And therefore,
transferring of said wealth is going
to be, you know, a solution that
is still awaiting us. As in, it’s not
achieved yet. However, we are
far away from the starting point. I
think we’re getting there.
Nick Pollard
Managing Director, Asia Pacific
CFA Institute
Is there increased trust in wealth
management in Hong Kong?
Watch Video
Generally, over the last few years
our survey suggests that there
is [increased trust], but there
are pockets where it’s going
backwards, and sadly one of those
pockets is Hong Kong. In fact, in
our trust survey that we carried
out late last year only 7% of people
receiving financial advice in Hong
Kong told us that they think their
advisor always puts them first.

Patrick Donaldson
Head of Market Development,
Wealth Management,
Asia Pacific & Japan
Refinitiv
Connecting customer data to
market data – what does this mean?
Watch Video
One of the biggest opportunities
that wealth managers have is to
bring relevant, actionable insights
to their end investors. And they’re
able to do that because they’ve
got, within their technology
systems, within their databases,
they’ve got information about
their clients that nobody else
has. That might be information
about their aims, objectives, risk
profile, investment preferences
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and so on. But also, some of their
behaviour. What investments
they like, what investments
they don’t like. Connecting that
information to underlying market
data and analytics, creates a huge
opportunity with the help of
technology, to deliver relevant,
actionable insights to those clients
through digital online channels. Not
replacing the relationship manager,
but really helping the relationship
manager and delivering much
higher levels of productivity.
Simon Godfrey
Senior Vice President,
Head of Products
EFG Private Bank
How do you think the Asian equity
market will perform in 2019?
Watch Video
We like Asian equity markets. The
US has been a strong outperformer
for the last few years. Emerging
markets, of which Asian equity
markets generally form a subset,
we do feel have been undervalued.
They certainly took a beating last
year. Some of that’s been led by
China, a lot of the doubts about

China are subsiding. We’re starting
to see better news coming out of
China, but there’s always a little
bit of uncertainty generated by the
trade war there, and just the huge
amount of economic development.
At the same time, it’s election
time in a number of countries,
notably Indonesia and India, and
we believe those tend to create
positive drivers for the economy.
Where you tend to see that is in
areas like consumption. And that’s
also going to be helped by what
we think, real rates are going to
be able to come down in those
countries. Should be good for the
yield curves, it should be good for
financials as well.
What are the main investment
themes and the products that will
be most relevant in 2019?
Watch Video
Investment themes. There’s a lot
to choose from in 2019. When we
started the year, obviously markets
have been beaten down quite a lot,
there’s been a trace back in some
of those markets. There’s still lots
of opportunity. Let’s look at the
long-term opportunities. We like a

FEATURE ARTICLE
theme, we call it Future Leaders. It’s
really looking at how management
influences companies over the long
term. We also think it’s a Goldilocks
monetary environment. Generally,
growth is pretty good, inflation
isn’t really showing itself. So, we
actually think investment grade
credit still has a lot of value and a lot
of potential. Look at those markets
which went through a beating in
2018. Let’s look at the emerging
markets. On the equity side, they’ve
underperformed develop markets
for many, many years. Surely, it
must be time for that relationship
to reverse. And if you look at the
yields and emerging market bonds,
especially in some of the smaller
countries, you see a lot of value has
been created. And we feel those
yields can create positive carry for
investors over the years ahead.
Tariq Dennison
Free-only Investment Advisor
GFM Asset Management

expensive than they are in the
West, and that’s and area where
Asia has a chance to catch up
for those of us wealth managers
focused on that space.
Thorsten Becker
Senior Fund Manager
J O Hambro Capital Management
How do you view the state of the
economy in the US today?
Watch Video
I would say it’s much more robust
than people give it credit for,
so we had a bit of a temporary
slowdown in late December or
the late fourth quarter. Now, it
looks like the housing market is
actually doing quite well. The
unemployment numbers are
excellent. Wages are growing
faster than expected. Overall,

I would say the business and
investment climate is actually
quite strong. So, if you look
at shorter term numbers, first
quarter GDP estimates are going
up. People are also quite happy
that the Federal Reserve is on
pause now, and I think the risk is
more that the economy’s going
to be too strong, rather than too
weak. Perhaps I would continue
to see what Powell has to say.
How has the recent US government
shut down affected the US
company’s business planning?
Watch Video
Well, quite frankly, I think it was
more of a political stunt. And
the actual business planning
hasn’t really changed too much.
It was a political thing for
Trump to kind of try to get his

Transparency, Margins, Costs and
Fees – what’s changing?
Watch Video
In terms of fees and
transparency, the pace of change
has still been faster in the US
than it has here. Here, when I
ask 10 people how much they
are paying on their funds, how
much are they paying on their
MPF, seven of them don’t know,
and of those, probably about
seven of them also don’t care.
I feel I spend a lot of my time
educating clients on how much
they’re paying on their funds
and investment products, and
also getting them interested to
know how much of an impact
that really has on their bottom
line. You still see ETFs, here,
are less expensive than mutual
funds, but they’re still far more
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will regarding the border wall.
Companies are happy now that
the shutdown has ended. And
it looks like since we have the
emergency proclamation now
that another shut down is not
going to come. So, I don’t think
it’s going to have lasting effects
on the US economy.
What’s the outlook for US Small
and Mid-Cap Equities?
Watch Video
My colleagues and I are quite,
quite upbeat about the small and
medium size companies in the
US. It has to do with that they are
quite insulated from the trade
dispute and potential turmoil
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that we’re seeing outside the US.
Usually, 80-90% of the revenues
of these companies are coming
from the domestic market.
Domestic markets are seeing a
lot of investments, plus there’s
a potential for infrastructure
investments quite severely
needed in the US. Also, the tax
reform is proportionate benefiting
the smaller companies much more
than large companies. And also,
they benefit much more from the
reduction in red-tape we’re seeing
from this administration.
So, think what you want about
the Trump Administration, but
a lot of smaller companies are
quite happy about the focus on
domestic investments.

Vincent Magnenat
Chief Executive Officer of
Asia Pacific
Lombard Odier
How can you transition clients to
the next generation of bankers?
Watch Video
It’s key to transition the clients for
the next generation, but what is
of more importance is not to be
seen as the bank of grandpa, and
making sure that we are relevant for
the new generations of our clients,
adapting to the environment i.e. the
technology, the investment solutions
that we might provide to them, and
making sure that the new generation
of private bankers also adapt.

